Press Release:
NavAid Provides Innovative Technology to St. Pete-Clearwater
Int’l Airport (PIE)
ST. PETERSBURG, FL (April 23, 2018) — NavAid Technical Services has contracted
with St. Pete-Clearwater International Airport (PIE) to provide it with the newest
technology in flight, vehicle tracking, and alerts. With NavAid, PIE was able to expand
tracking options and reduce costs.
St. Pete-Clearwater International Airport (PIE) Deputy Director Mark Sprague states,
“PIE now uses NavAid to monitor its flights. It is a user-friendly tracking system to
monitor aircraft operators’ use of our noise abatement procedures. We feel this is an
important feature to offer to our community.”
PIE teamed with NavAid Tech, providers of the INDMEX AirBOSS systems.
AirBOSS captures and integrates surveillance data from on-site receivers that track
flights on their last mile to the ground. Vehicle-tracking transponders provide driver
airfield situational awareness alerts (DASA) that provide a common operational picture
and CDM capabilities for all airport stakeholders.
Its subscription-based model saves PIE operational funds while verifying operational
counts for collection of tenant revenues. The AirBOSS system delivers a platform for
collaborative decision-making by ensuring that all stakeholders have access to relevant
data at the right time.
“Our systems are built to adapt to our customers’ needs, allowing airports to expand
their capabilities as their requirements evolve, or as new technologies become available.
We believe the new system, along with on-going evolution of the AirBOSS suite, will
help position PIE Airport to maintain exceptional performance as it continues to expand
its services in the Florida sunbelt,” said Joseph LaMacchia, CEO of NavAid Technical
Services.
About NavAid Technical Services
NavAid Technical Services is a small business which is Florida-owned by a servicedisabled veteran. He is dedicated to providing operational centric solutions for the
Airport Operations Department as airports are experiencing increasing strains on their
operational budgets. With the combined experience, innovation, and cost-effective
solutions, NavAid Tech partners with INDMEX Aviation, manufacturer of AirBOSS
products and solutions, to play a key role in improving safety, efficiency, security, and
accountability for airports around the world.
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